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INTRODUCTION

‘Narrative’ information concerns the account of some real-life or fictional story (a ‘narrative’) involving 
concrete or imaginary ‘personages’. In this paper, we will deal with those (multimedia) non-fictional 
narratives that are typically embodied into corporate memory documents (memos, policy statements, 
reports, minutes, documentation archives for product development…), news stories, normative and 
legal texts, medical (or financial, cadastral, administrative…) records, audit reports, many intelligence 
messages, surveillance videos or visitor logs, actuality photos and video fragments for newspapers and 
magazines, eLearning and Cultural Heritage material (text, image, video, sound…), plotting and narra-
tive course of actions for videogames, etc.

Note, in particular, that dealing with non-fictional narrative material is of paramount importance for 
analysis and management of any sort of crisis situation and, more in general, for enhancing the ability 

AbsTRACT

In this paper, we evoke first the ubiquity and the importance of the so-called ‘non-fictional narrative’ 
information, with a particular emphasis on the terrorism- and crime-related data. We show that the 
usual knowledge representation and ‘ontological’ techniques have difficulties in finding complete solu-
tions for representing and using this type of information. We supply then some details about NKRL, a 
representation and inferencing environment especially created for an ‘intelligent’ exploitation of narra-
tive information. This description will be integrated with concrete examples to illustrate the use of this 
conceptual tool in a terrorism context.
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to fight terrorism and other crimes. For example, six critical mission areas have been identified in the 
“National Strategy for Homeland Security” report (2002). Of these, at least two, “Intelligence and Warn-
ing” and “Domestic Counter-terrorism” are based on the processing of non-fictional narrative information 
in order, e.g., to “… find cooperative relationships between criminals and their interactive patterns”. 
Managing non-fictional narrative information must then be considered as an essential component of the 
emerging science of “Intelligence and Security Informatics” (ISI), as defined, e.g., in (Chen and Wang, 
2005; Chen, 2006).

From a concrete point of view, ‘non-fictional narratives’ deal with the description of spatially and 
temporally characterized ‘events’ that relate, at some level of abstraction, the behavior or the state of 
given real-life ‘actors’ (characters, personages, etc.): these try to attain a specific result, experience 
particular situations, manipulate some (concrete or abstract) materials, send or receive messages, buy, 
sell, deliver etc. Note that:

The term ‘event’ is taken here in its • most general meaning, covering also strictly related notions 
like fact, action, state, situation, episode, activity etc.
The ‘actors’ or ‘personages’ involved in the events • are not necessarily human beings: we can have 
narratives concerning, e.g., the vicissitudes in the journey of a nuclear submarine (the ‘actor’, 
‘subject’ or ‘personage’), the various avatars in the life of a commercial product, or the description 
of an industrial equipment that passes from an ‘idle’ to a ‘working’ state.
Even if a large amount of non-fictional narratives are embodied within • natural language (NL) 
texts, this is not necessarily true: narrative information is really ‘multimedia’. A photo repre-
senting a situation that, verbalized, could be expressed as “The US President is addressing the 
Congress” is not of course an NL document, yet it surely represents a narrative.

In this paper, we will present an Artificial Intelligence tool, NKRL, “Narrative Knowledge Repre-
sentation Language”, see (Zarri, 2003; 2005a; 2009) that is, at the same time:

a • knowledge representation system for describing in some detail the essential content (the ‘mean-
ing’) of complex non-fictional narratives;
a system of • reasoning (inference) procedures that, thanks to the richness of the representation 
system, is able to automatically establish ‘interesting’ relationships among the represented data;
an • implemented software environment.

The paper will be illustrated mainly by examples concerning a successful application of NKRL 
techniques on the news stories inserted in a “Southern Philippines terrorism” corpus used in an R&D 
European project, see (Zarri, 2005a). The success of this application has confirmed that it could be pos-
sible to make use of NKRL as a useful and powerful investigation tool to be employed in any sort of 
‘defense’ and ‘crisis management’ applications. Another successful, exploratory study concerning the 
use of NKRL to detect specific crisis situations through an in-depth conceptual analysis of news stories 
about Afghanistan has been also recently carried out in collaboration with the French “Délégation Gé-
nérale pour l’Armement” (DGA, Central Bureau for Armaments); some information (and an example) 
on this last experiment will also be supplied in the following Sections.
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